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Tropical hypersurfaces and degeneration of projective

                           toric varieties

Takeshi Kajiwara

                            Abstract

  We shcw a oge-to-one coyyespoit,deRce bet,weei3 trgp{ca} hypersurÅíaces IR tyepica}

afline spaces and a certa/in degenerations of projective toric varieties with some
additional structures, called log strructures.

Introduction

   Tropical geemetry is a sort of geoxx}etry to investigate the image of algebraic varieties

uRder ra}}k-o#e va}gatie#s. Se it, is ftatura} te ttse the mlR-pks a}gebra. or trepica} semiriRg

R with t,ropical addition e and tropical multiplication 0:

ct 0b:== min(a, b). aOb ;= a+ b.

This geometry is applied to several situations, e.g., counting of algebraic curves in the
projective plane [7] , limits of complex curves, a st,udy of real algebraic curves and amoeba
[8].

   W'e now app}y trepical geeinetry to study degefieratioxx ef algebraic varieties. The
purpose of this paper is to show a one-t,cFone correspondence between tropical hypersur-
faces iri tropical aMne spaces, which are associated to hypersurfaces in algebraic tori, and

}eg stable toyic varieties gf t,orie type, whieh aye a certaIR degeReratiek of prejective tgyic

varieties (Theorerns 2.3 and 2.5).

   The notion of log stabl(e toric varieties is inspired by the Mumford const,ruction of
degenerat,ing abelian varieties [21, [9], and stable toric varieties introduced by A!exeev [ll.

   The atithor is grateful t,o the erganizers of Kinesaki a}gebralc geometry sympesigm
for t•his opportunity.

1 Review eftropical geemetry
   In this section, we briefiy recall tropical geometry.

   Let K be ak a}gebraica}}y c}osed field with ai} additiye va,}gat-ien vk-; KX -" ee. "X7\Je

assume that vK(KX) is dense in R.
   Let, M be a free Z-module of rank r, and N :=: Homz(M, Z) the set, of homomorphisms
from IL/f to Z. We set A,fR :ww M Xz R and NR :me N Xz Rl xe Homz(M, IR). Let uf denote
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1 REVIEW OF TROPICAL GEOMETRY 2 

by T自（K×yan algebraic torus恥 m(MラK×） with the character gro叩 M.We write 
m E .M as xm when m is regarded as a character of T. Note that品 pointp: M －→ K× 

of T defined by xm円 xm(p)gives the point Vp ：＝むk 0 p: lvl→ R of N&. by composing p 
with VK. The map defined by p f-f Vp is denoted by VT: T→ N&,.. 

1.1恥xampleWe give some examples for algebraically closed valuation fields ( K, v K). 
( 1) The field of formal Puiseux series over an algebraically closed field k of character-

istic zero is an algebraically closure K of the五eldof formal Laurent series 針。日.We can 
extend the additive valuation v with v(t) = 1 to K uniquely. It is known that K is the 
union of k( ( t1／π））うsfor n三lThis algebraically closed field K is denoted by k((t1IJ!)). 

(2) Let k[t&.] = k[{tα；αεIB.}] be the group ri時 overa field k assoc凶 edto the 
additive group IB. of real numbers. We can show that the map 同： k[t&.]"-{O｝…→ IB.; 
Ea Cata 1-+ min｛α：らヂ O}c総 beextended to a non-Archimedean additive valuation 
u: k（伊）×→ Rof the fractional field k( t&.) of k[tRと0].Let us take the algebraic closure K 

of k（円）, and an extensionむ： ］｛×→股× ofthe valuation v. It is well剛 knownthat日uchan 

exte川 onexists. For exampleぅsee[:3, Chapitre VI] for the detail. This is an exa川恥 of
an al伊 braicallyclosed vah則 ionfield K with v(Kつ＝IB.. 

（：~） An algebraic closure Kofa local field kふ such掛 QP,Fp((t)) has a unique extension 
of the valuation of K0. 

( 4) In the case k 口 C,we can take an Archimedean additive valuation VK such as 
VK(z）口一 loglzl for・zεC×

1.2 Definition For a closed subvariety V of T, we define the tropicαl叩門etyvtrop as-

sociated to V as the closure of vT(V) C Jv注withrespect to the Euclidean topology of 
1V1忠之江 ]R;T.

In generalヲ computingthe points of v is difficult, but computing those of vtrop is 
rather側 sierby the following alternative definition. We show the equivalence of these 
definitions in Proposition 1.4. 

1.3 Definition For an ideal I of the Laure凶 polynomialring K[M], the tropical uαriety 
ytrop (/) defined by 1 is 

yt吋

mEM 

distinct elemer則前11抗 2ε M such th試ほ｛αm1）÷む（m1)= VK（αm2）÷v(m2) 

'.S VK（αm）十v(m)for each mεM}. 

We show the following propositionう whichimplies the equivalence of the above defini-
tions of tropical varieties. 

1.4 Proposition Let VK : K×→ IB. be non-Archimedea仏 andsuppose that there exists 
tモK× withVK(t）口 l.Ifαclosed subvαriety V of T is deβned byαn ideαl I of K[M], 
then we f削
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2 TROPICAL HYPERSURFACES AND LOG STABLE TORIC VARIETIES 3 

2 宝'ropicalhypersurfaces and log stable toric varieties 

We show a one-tかonecorrespondence between the tropical hypersurfaces associated 
to ones in an algebraic tori and log stable toric varieties. 

We first recall log stable toric varietiesぅ andpolarized ones. Throughout the rest of 
this article, let S be a standard log point (Speck, k×EB N), and T an algebraic torus of 
dimension r. 

2.1 Definition (1) A log stable toric叩 rietyover S of dimension r is an れdimensional
log smooth variety over S whose underlying scheme is a stable toric variety in the sense 
of Alexeev [l], and satisfies that the support of M~ /p*Mf coincides with the union of 
(r -1）ベiimensionalT-orbits.百erep denotes the structure morphism X→ S. We also 
call such a log variety a log STV for short. 

(2) A log STV (X,Mx) is of toric type if H0(Xラ M~）／H0(x‘ ο三） is free of rank 
dim X十 l.

Throughout the rest of this articleう weconsider only log STVs of toric type. So log 
STV s mean log STV日oftoric type from now on. 

We next define marked polarized STV s. 

2.2 Definition Let X be a log STV over S, and p: X → S the structure morphism of 
x. 

( 1) A polarization on X is a global section l of M~ / (.') ~ that goes to a linear equivalence 
cl拙 sof an ample line bundle on X in Hl(X, （＇.）三） . A log polarized stable toric variety, log 
PSTV for short, is a log 81、Vwith its polarization. 

(2) Let !vf be a free Z-module of ra出 r,a凶 Mthe image of H0 ( X司 M~） in H0(X, M~ /p*Mf) 
by the projection. A log STV o開 TS削 ：thcharacters M is a pair of a log PSTV (X, l) 
。vぽ Sand an isomorphism i : M －→ M. 

(3) Let M be a free Z-rnodule of rank r, andムanintegral polytope in M111!.. A log 
斗 PSTVover Sis a pair of a log PSTV (X, l) over S with character i: :W→ M satisf3「in
th川， ( iぬJR）（ム） is the convex hull of 

｛χm E M;xml = xm for a li仇げ εII0(X,Mx／的） of χm} 

in Af蚤・

( 4) A marking of叩 integralpolytopeムisa subset Q ofムnf'vl whose convex hull 
coincidesム Amarking of a logム－PSTV(X, l, i) is a pair of a marking Q ofムa吋 a
section μ: i( Q）→ H0(X, M~）／ H0(Xぅο三） A mαrked PSTV over S is aム削PSTVwith 
a marking. 

(5) For a marki時 Qof an integral polytopeムう twomarking日（Q,μ), (Q，〆） on a log 
ム制PSTVare equivalent if μ E 〆H0(s、 M~P／ο；）．

We now explain the log STV over a log point as目。ciatedto a tropic札lhypersurf，札cein 

N応

Let V be the tropical hypersurface in Niii!. defin吋 byf = I:mαmXmεK[M] whose 
Newton polytope is of dimension r = rankN, i.e., V = X1‘trop・ Here X1 denotes the 

hypersurface in Gm 0 N defined by f口 0.We define the toric variety X1 over A.1 which 
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2 TROPICAL HYPERSURFACES AND LOG STABLE TORIC VARIETIES 4 

is associated to the following fan I: f in N'rtf. EB R For each mελf with αmヂ0,we define 

a coneσm to be a set 

σm:={(v,l）εN'if. EB!R; l三Oうand(mヲv）十lvK（αm）三（m',v) + lvK（αm') for all m＇εM}. 

It easily follows that ｛σm；αmヂ0}forms a fanぅ denotedby 1:1. By a natural projection 

Nr~. ② R → Rヲ we can consider X f邸 avariety over the toric variety A 1 associated to the 

ray Rと0・Weendow X 1 and A 1 with canonical log structures and consider them as fs log 

schemesヲalsodenoted by X 1 and A 1. It is straightforward to see that the fiber X 1×A.1 0 

of X1 at the origin 0, denoted by X1, is a log STY over the standard log point whose 

underlying point is 0. 
Conversely, we construct a hypersurface from a log STY X over the standard log 

point S. We first rema此 thatH0(X, JV(~ ／（＇）~） is a free Z-module generated by the set of 

irreducible components Xト・・・ヲ Xy__9fX and generically normal T-orbits of codimension 
one in X. Let叫 εN := Hom(M, Z) be the projection M → Z corresponding to an 

irreducible component Xi of X. For each T-orbit Z of Xヲ wedefine a coneσz in N~ 

as the cone over the convex hull of ｛町 εN;ZnXiチの｝ in N'rtf.. It is e剖 yto see 

that ｛σz;Z is a T-orbit} forms a rational fan in N'rtf., denoted by I:x. We now define 

the tropical hypersurface Vx in Nr~. associated to X as the polyhedral decomposition 
induced by hηI:x. Here we ide~fy Nr~. with its image via the inj~tive homomorphism 

N'if. = Hom(M,!R）→ N'if. = Hom(M, JR) induced by the projection M → M 

Comparing these two definitions of I:1 and I:x, we can conclude the following theorem. 

2.3 Theorem We haveαone-to-one correspondence between the set of tropicαl hyper-
surfαces in N~ αnd thαt of log STVs with chαrαcters M. 

The correspondence in the theorem is analogous to one between fans and toric varieties. 

So we can think of tropical hypersurfaces in N'rtf. as defining polyhedral decompositions of 
log STVs. 

We next discuss a marked or polarized version of the above correspondence. 

2.4 Definition (1) For a con刊 xpiecewise affine linear function t.p on N'if., we define the 
support of p酪 theconvex hull of ｛ψσ一ψσ（0）； σisa maximal locus where t.p is an a伍ne

linear function vσ｝ in M'rtf.. 
(2) For a polytopeム inM1fll., a tropicalム－hypersuヴαcein N'rtf. is a pair (V，ψ） of a 

tropical hypersurface V and a convex piecewise affine linear function t.p with supportム
that defines V, i.e.う V:= {vεN'if.；ψis not linear on any neighborhood of v}. 

From now on, we consider tropicalム－hypersurfacesfor integral polytopesム. We 

denote byムz：＝ム「IM the set of integral points inム
Let (V，ψ） be a tropicalムーhypersurfacein N'rtf.. We define the canonical form ψc叩 of

ψas a Laurent polynomial l::mE~z: t1mxm. Here lm := min{lεZ、（m,l）εPip} min{lε 

Z;(m',l）ε九，Mε ムz｝う and

P"" ・= {(mうた）； (m,v）十 kl三り（（l/l)v)for all (v, l）εN'if. EB IR>o} 

in M'rtf. EB R Then we have the logムーPSTVassociated to V and the ma出時 ｛m;tl"
in the boundary of P'P｝→｛ tlm xm} c Ho(x, JV(gP Iθ三）．
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3 EXAMPLES 5 

On the other hand, letムbean integral polyもope,and X a marked logム欄PSTVover 

k. After replacing an equivalent marking of Xう we制自umethat the marking of X i日of
form {tαm ;?;17 

ム－hypersurface(Vλ＼山） associated to X, where ψx := max{(m, ) ＋αm・;mεムz}.
We now state a marking version of the previous theorem. 

2.5 Theorem Forαn r-dimensional integral polytopeム inAfJR, we haveαone-to吋me

correspondence between the set of tropicalムーhypersurf1αceswith cαnonicαl form in NJR and 
that of句協叩lenceclas開 8of markedム綱PSTl公overk. 

Proof. The proof is very straightforward. For a marked logムーPSTVX, w行 cane制 ily

show cp X,can = Lmをふzta,,, xm in the notation above the theore枇 So X is the marked log 
ム－PSTVassociated to (Vx, cpx). 

On the other handうforaム嶋tropicalhyper日旧face(Vう叫 theca削 nicalform ψC剖，＝

2：間モムzti，亨

日ydefinition of canonical form日， we can verify that the tropicalム－hypersurf，内ceVis the 

one defined by fcan. So V is山 othe tropicalム－hypersurfaceassociated to the marked 
logム－PSTVXv, and cp gives a marking of Xv as explained above. 己

3 Examples 

Applying the result日inthe previous section, we study a certain degenerations of toric 
pairs in terms of tropical geom杭ry.

A hypersurface V in an r-dimensional algebraic torus T口 GmR N is naturally con-
sidered as an ample divisor Don the projective toric variety X associated to the Newton 

polytope of a defini時 equationf of γ. So we have a toric pair (X, D). 
This toric pair is also naturally considered as a marked log PSTV endowed with 

canonical log structure and marking induced by the defining equation f of γ 
On the other hand, all tropical hypersurfaces in NJR come from hypersurfaces in T by 

definition. Hence we showed relationships between tropical hypersurfaces and log PSTV s 
in the previous section. 

We now cl附 sifylog PSTV民 which are some degenerations of toric pair日ぅ by using 

classification of tropical hyper日urfacesThis is closely related to one of regular (or coherent) 

subdivisions of integral polytopes. 

We first get the following proposition by Theorem 2.5 and triangul川ionof札nintegral 
polytope. 

3.1 Proposition The number of irγed・1』ciblecomponents ofαlogムーPSTVoverαstαηdard

log point is at most r!-times the volume ofムァ mother words, the self-intersection number 

of theαmple divisor belonging toム．

Proof. Since the volume of an integral polytope which has no integral points except for 

its vertices is at least l/r!, the number of simplices in a tria時叫ationofム isat most 

r!-time日 thevolume ofム， whichis equal to the self.附intersectionnumber of an ample 
divisor belonging toム.The theorem in the previous section implies that each polytope 
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of a regular subdivision ofムcorresponお お鉛 irreducibleco恐 ponentof the underlying 
scheme of a logム－PSTV.The proposition follows from this correspondence. 口

3.2 Corollary In the 2-dimensional cαse, the maximαl number of irreducible components 

of a logム－PSTVis the self-intersection number of anαmple divisor beloηタ匂 toム
Moreover，ザαlogムーPSTVhαs themαximum number of irreducible components, then 
every irreducible component i8 isomorphic to JP'2，αnd its polarizαtion is of degree 1. 

Proof. In the 2-dimensional c1ぇseラ eachintegral simplex which has no integral points except 
for its vertices h制 thevolume 1/2. So the corollary follow日fromthe proposition. The 
rest of州問rtions are clear. 口

3.3 Example Let k be an algebraically closed field with characteristic 0, and K the field 
of formal Puiseux開 riesover k. Letムnbe the con刊 xhull of {(0,0),(n,O）ヲ（0,n)} in 
Mffi. = JR'.2 forη ＞ 0. The toric variety associated toムηisthe projective plane JP'2. We 
consider a certain degenerations of lP'2 over K, which we call tropical degeneration8 of JP'2. 

In the case n コヱ 1, a tropical degeneration of JP'2 is trivial、i.e., lP'2 extends to JP'2 over k. 
In the case n 口 2,we c札neasily日eethat there exist 7 types of configurations of 

tropical degenerations of JP'2 which corresponds to regular subdivision日ofム2up to the 
permutations of the vertices. From now on, we consider all subdivisions ofムηmodulo
the permutation of its vertices. 

In the case nコロ 3,we have 618 type日of configurations of tropical degenerations of JP'2 
up to projective transformation [6]. We remark that every integral subdivision ofム3is 

regular [6‘Theorem 4.2]. 
In the case n口 4う wehave 874854 subdivisions ofム4up to the permutations of 

vertices. Among them, 873479 subdivisions are regularう andthe other日arenot regular 
[6, Theorem 5.4]. v快 canshow that every non-regぬ rsubdivision is coarser than the 
maximal subdivisionムfbelow. 
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